Quantitative analysis of the functional relationships existing between ecosystem components : III. Analysis of ecosystem stability.
A formal approach to the analysis of ecosystem stability has resulted in a theoretically important finding; the stability of an ecosystem can be enhanced by increasing the number of non-linear interactions that exist between the ecosystem components.The stability analysis presented in this paper does not depend upon differential equations which have been postulated to describe an ecosystem on theoretical grounds. The analysis employs a power-law approximation and requires that experimental data be obtained only for the species of interest, not for all the components of the ecosystem. The proposed stability analysis makes it possible for one to predict the consequences of removing one or more species or combinations of species from an ecosystem. Some systems will possess steady state solutions even after one or more species or combinations of species have become extinct; other systems are unable to achieve any subsequent steady state and will suffer further collapse. The stability analysis presented in this paper allows one to predict each and every possible combination of system components whose extinction will result in further disruption of the ecosystem. The stability analysis described here permits one to predict the number of steady state solutions possessed by the ecosystem and the values of the system variables in each of those steady states.